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201 4.06
notes on lowercase

many years ago i started uti l izing al l lowercase grammar in my
creative and artistic writing. i t a l l started in my youth. i am a
first generation american born of québécoise and cuban
parents — both non-native engl ish speakers. as i learned the
days and months in french and spanish, neither capita l ized, i
began to question why we capita l ized them in engl ish. later in
l ife, my obsession with the writers, e. e. cummings and aram
saroyan, a l lowed me the permission i was looking for to take
on my own grammar rule of keeping al l words lowercase.

in itia l ly, i t was a way of being more democratic. i d idn’t see why
some words (proper nouns) deserved more recognition than
other words — they al l carried the same weight to me.
especia l ly the use of the word “i” when referring to myself. “i ”
just seemed more appropriate than “I ”. after some time, i a lso
began to appreciate the disorientation that the use of al l
lowercase words caused the reader. yes, the writing was a
l i ttle more difficu l t to read, but that engagement was
something i was interested in. in order to keep sentences a
l i ttle more separated, i a lways added two spaces after each
period, another remnant of my youth, learning to type on a
vintage royal typewriter.

many of us can appreciate that art isn ’t just an oi l painting
hung at eye-level in a white cube. art is a l l around us, we are
surrounded by the curious works of artisans and crafts
people. the problem being, we have to open our eyes and
minds in order to see these wonderfu l works. the adjustment
one must make to shift his or her own perception of what they
are looking at is precisely the point of my work. the more we
step out of the notion that we know what we are looking at,
the more open to possibi l i ty we become. my art practice
doesn’t stop in the studio, i t is a part of me and is reflected in
everything i do.
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201 4.06

my practice is based in creating durational site-responsive
insta l lations in specific places. each instance typica l ly involves
a process of taking up residence in order to fu l ly engage with
the space. my materia ls are sourced at each space and
include forgotten and discarded items such as cardboard,
paper, wood, brick, glass and many other overlooked objects.
in a continual site responsive process i move these materia ls
to emphasize subtle tensions within the specifics of each
space. i go through a process of assembly and disassembly by
shifting objects, accumulating masses and rearranging
elements. the tensions created between viewer, art object
and existing environment activate a contemplative time-piece.
focal points ind icate concentrations of potentia l energy
through perceptual shifts between objects and air.

i search to see more clearly. the unseen or forgotten
elements hidden in a space are of most interest to me. they
are the places where tensions are activated and intervention
can be initiated. my exploration includes the possible and
impossible whi le delving into the id iosyncratic elements that
make the specifics of any space tru ly unique. any place and al l
materia l and objects found within the space can become an
element within an insta l lation. recycled, humble pieces lay as
reference to our culture of over-consumption.

awareness is the only way we can begin to understand our
surroundings. i t is with this impetus i create subtle, minimal
environments seeped with spacia l tensions and contra-
d ictions. awareness to these subtleties empowers the viewer
to uncover the potentia l within the inconspicuous and over-
looked. it is within the magical moments of contradiction, of
neither here nor there, that power is activated and potentia l is
unleashed.
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201 4.03

i am interested in non-commercia l , non-proprietary, open-
source, community-based and sustainable practices that
promote vita l i ty and viabi l i ty through awareness.

___

i have spent the last four years working on site-specific, or
more appropriately, site-responsive work. i place myself in a
space and start to respond to it immediately. i col lect
materia ls found on site ― typical ly re-using recycled, found,
trashed, or organic materia ls ― and begin to create an
insta l lation by responding to the space specifica l ly. paper and
wal l drawings and col lages accompany the process.
depending on duration, the insta l lation col lects and grows as
objects move, assortments tighten and elements change form.
the original physica l space remains a focal point as these
shifting minimal elements take shape.

i create minimal and meditative multiform spaces. the
distances between objects and viewer faci l i tate a deep
concentration of the space that functions on a variety of levels
and attracts a multitude of senses. two- and three-
d imensional art objects interact within the multi -d imensional
sphere, in itiating a highly contemplative place where
relationships to and from every element create a new dia logue
with the viewer. potentia l energy is at play ― the possibi l i ties
are endless. i t is within that magical moment of neither here
nor there that i am most interested in playing ― and invite the
viewer to do the same.
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201 3.04

my materia ls are col lected, shaped, re-shaped, re-used and
used again throughout years of progress in the studio. they
become pieces which become materia ls – and pieces again.
they travel through time, change their purpose, placement
and meaning. recycled, humble pieces of my own detritus lay
as reference,* si lencing the stimulation of mass media with
scrutiny to the over-consumption of the corporate culture.
the dual i ty of the manufactured and the natural operate in
tandem as the continuous push-pul l frames endless
contradictions. awareness to these subtleties becomes pol itic
as it empowers us to the core of existence. in a continual site-
responsive process i move materia l through space which
results in reductive spaces and objects that provide potentia l
in their tension. the constants remain as l ight, rhythm and
repetition. the tension created is the focal point and the
defin ing l ine of perception and awareness. i t activates the
potentia l that l ies in every moment. consciousness of this
tension brings potentia l to form through the perceptual shifts
in the moments between objects and spaces. si lence helps
quiet the noise to become better aware of each surrounding
subtlety. awareness is the greatest tool to uncovering the
power of potentia l .

* some numbers: less than 1 % of the worlds art is on view at any given time. 60% of

the art in storage gets damaged by improper handl ing. museums and gal leries

waste astronomical amounts of bui ld ing materia l and other reusable materia ls

every year for the production of exhibitions. i have been an art handler for over 1 5

years.
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201 2.1 2

compi lation: the pol itics of awareness.

th is selection of materia ls has been col lected and reused
throughout recent years. these materia ls have traveled
through time, changed their purpose, placement, and
meaning.

these humble pieces lay here today as reference. they refer to
a practice of reverence and scrutiny. i t is this awareness that
is pol i tic and the impetus for find ing the subtleties and
pecul iarities when working within environments and clearly
defined spaces.

materia ls and resulting objects and environments bui l t are
about potentia l . consciousness brings potentia l to form
through tensions and shifts in the moments between objects
and spaces. awareness is the greatest tool to uncovering
potentia l .
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201 2.06

how do we differentiate between l ife and art? if “seeing is
bel ieving,” how can we hone our bel iefs in a cultural norm of
over-stimulation and constant d istraction? for the past twelve
years i have been developing my studio practice into a bel ief
system — one in which a strategy of exploration fal ls within
specific boundaries to al low for deeper cultural , pol i tica l and
socia l investigations. questions and subsequent find ings l ie
somewhere between the intel lectual and the intu itive in a
process that is rooted in meditation and fed by persistence
and patience. as my practice evolves, bel ief becomes the focal
point in guid ing the identity of place and the purpose of space.
in the end, hope plays a role in uncovering the solemnity of
the moment — calm from the constant stimul i and confidence
to experience the present.

the l ine of l ife and art has long been blurred for me. born into
a musica l fami ly, art was everywhere. the practice of l istening
developed early and shaped my fascination with the
confluence of art and l ife. as the soundtrack floats around us
al l the time, visual art, performance, theatre, architecture,
design, l i terature and even cuisine fi l l in the gaps and cause an
interplay that creates a constant moving mass of experience.
art and l ife are inseparable to me.

my studio practice is guided by this cross-media interplay
between art and l ife from which many broader questions
about existence arise: what is sustainable? excessive?
necessary? what is cu lture and what is l ivel ihood? how does
the interplay between the intel lectual and intu itive manifest
itself? how is any of this contributing to the larger spectrum of
the art-l ife experience of others? these seemingly
contradictory ideas enable the persistence, which al lows for a
pursuit of greater understanding to begin. the “in- between”,
a l l the stuff between the polar ideas in question, and the stuff
between questions and answers, is where intrigu ing elements
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arise. what l ies in this in-between is often more important to
the research than the resulting answers, forming the most
pivota l part of exploration. the in-between can be as simple as
a space between objects, or the interaction between object
and subject. i t can be a thought process that shifts from the
intel lectual to the instinctual , or the l i tera l d istance between
me and you. the nuance and minutiae of the subtleties that lay
within that d istance (the in-between) are most exciting and
form the substance of the core to which my bel ief system
extends.

with over-stimulation as a major distraction, the spectacle is
often center stage. because any pre-conditioned critica l
thought (the spectacle) is a non-thought, the result of constant
programmed stimul i becomes artificia l — an unimagined
placeholder for an individual . as the spectacle becomes more
dominant, the desire to si lence the over-stimulation and over-
consumption of our society comes to the forefront of my
studio practice. my minimal aesthetic is therefore directly
l inked to avoid ing the sensational istic. contemplation reveals
a continuous push-pul l that frames endless contradictions and
creates in-between spaces. nuance is prioritized within
spaces, informing the in-between and elevating its
prominence. the repurposed, minimal , reductive and
monotone materia ls are the cata lysts in atta in ing the simplest
form with the greatest breadth.

space continues to be ampl ified throughout my practice. i t is
an acute awareness of place and space that compels a sense
of compassion and respect throughout my process. these are
neither utopic nor dystopic settings, they are in-between
spaces to activate interest and conversation. i t is the in
between that is of more interest to me — excitement l ies
between utopia and dystopia ; hope and real i ty. more
important than one side or another, space, l ike the in-
between, becomes evident and true at its core. giacometti
consumed himself with this thought and made it most visual ly
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tangible. space not only concerns a room or a subject in a
room — for giacometti , space is the room and the subject in
the room. space consumes every contour and fold , every
speck of dust and air particle. i t envelopes a piece tota l ly whi le
infi l trating the lookers on — a continual polar struggle
between subject and object — the in-between ful ly visual ized.

the process for this work started within the confines of my
smal l sixth floor studio — a space l ived in and experienced for
the past year. in recent years i began assessing materia ls and
their impact on the environment. in order to create a smal ler
footprint, the past several years brought my studio practice to
one of recycl ing and repurposing much of my old art materia l
and work. i began by cutting and tearing work to make
col lages, then moved to cutting and stacking pi les of used
paper and board, scu lpting materia l . th is led to working
directly on the wal l and eventual ly to working outward to
actual ly form l ived space by carving out my studio physica l ly
with wal ls, objects, l ight and sound. newly forged pieces
become monuments and timel ines to the present (from past
work). in this way, the objects in space redefine the
archetypes of our moment and contribute to the thought
processes in our experiences. these new appreciations shift
the meaning of objects and continue to redevelop the
language of our surroundings.

l i fe meets art. art becomes l ife. the interconnections are
seamless to me. by creating reductive, minimal , conceptual
work rooted in process and space and inspired by the
everyday, i assert that awareness is born of meditation and
contemplation. awareness comes compassion and
confidence. the spectacle holds nothing on us.
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201 2.05

the in-between. an intersection of architecture,
sound, scu lpture, painting and drawing. in this
environment, parts activate to envelop the
whole. tensions ignite between spaces as sur-
faces reshape anew. from yel low to blue to
pink, wal ls move with color, tone marks air and
objects hover between industria l foundation
and individual practice.

in this process, meditation becomes secular
spiritual i ty. vibration from repurposed materia l
converts to potentia l energy. with the infin it-
esimal emphasized, nuance activates the space
between foreground and background.

purpose is the sequence of movements that is
propel led by the origin of source materia l . the
solemnity of place develops from this process.
each passing moment provides autonomy
from the spectacle of convention.
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201 1 .1 2

si lencing the stimulation of mass media and the consumption
of a corporate society are the stimul i for my work. the dual i ty
of the manufactured and the natural operate in tandem as the
continuous push-pul l frames endless contradictions. the
constants remain as l ight, rhythm and repetition resulting in
meditative, reductive work rooted in process and space.
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201 0.04

i erect monuments, construct icons, unveil relics and
immortalize the vestiges ofan over-stimulated existence.

in this absurd contemporary moment the ordinary
becomes extraordinary by bringing the unconscious to
a visible, palpable form. muted, somber pillars crumble,
and constructed images forcefully demand attention
while pulling the viewer into a quiet, meditative state.

approached thoughtfully, the neglected and the fleeting
evolve to form meaning and elicit purpose. it is the
silent pulse ofobjects reflecting offa viewer that
traverses the constraints oftime and informs the scope
ofspace.

the overlapping of industria l architecture and nature blurs the
point of view and inspires this work. by proceeding with
concern for the environment and out of respect for our
communities, these pieces reflect on the evolution of art with
a consciousness of the future. i strive to create a visible
cu ltural presence based on a reiteration and reflection on our
existing surroundings. monochromatic monol iths redefine
our relationship to our environment and bring about a
conversation of nature and sustainabi l i ty. texture, fragi l i ty and
the fleeting al l incorporate to form a monumental image by
transforming rel ics into icons. the images are constructed by
aggressively bringing the subtle to the forefront. in this way
the absurd post-industria l objects i create respond to their
d isposers.

in process, the newly formed, reductive images are shaped
from re-purposed artwork, recycled materia l , and other
discarded elements. newly forged monuments tap into our
unconscious. the placement of each piece brings forth a
meditation on memory and self whi le reflecting on
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sustainabi l i ty and touching on the nuances of form. this work
draws attention to the absurdity and lack of meaning in
objects, morals and actions, and redefines archetypes of our
modern existence to evoke thought on our experiences. the
process of the creation of these works is reflective of the
ultimate imagery and conceptual nature of the fin ished work.
as the work shifts more toward process and insta l lation, i t
rel ies more heavi ly on the dia logue between one another and
the spatia l void in between.

it is a new appreciation and redefin ition that shifts the
meaning of objects and continues to redevelop the language
of our surroundings, bearing in mind that it is not enough to
simply bring the unnecessary [d isposable] to a conscious level
— a shift must come in the form of action against melancholy
and its lackluster. what is sustainable in l ife? in production?
what has the most efficacy with the least amount of impact?
the essence of what is at stake is monumental . to fu l ly be
sustainable we must look at ourselves, our resources, our
futures in our present state and in our being. by creating
reductive, minimal , conceptual work rooted in process and
space, i assert that awareness can be born of meditation and
intu ition.
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2009.1 1

meditative and surreal , the absurd post-industria l objects i
create respond to their d isposers in terms of industria l
architecture versus nature. i t is the overlapping of the two that
blurs the point-of-view and inspires this work. by proceeding
with concern for the environment and out of respect for our
communities, these pieces reflect on the evolution of art with
a consciousness of the future.

my current studio practice continues with works on paper,
completing two series of col lages in 2009. the first series,
industria l ization, deals with the ongoing theme of architecture
verses nature in terms of disposable verses sustainable. the
second col lage series is a biographica l series inspired by and
dedicated to hedda sterne. a l l recent col lages are formed
using recycled materia ls — the newly formed, reductive
images are shaped from other works on paper includ ing oi l
and acryl ic paintings, monotypes and other discarded paper.
they become monochromatic monol iths pul l ing the viewer
into a quiet and meditative space. texture, fragi l i ty and the
fleeting al l incorporate to form a monumental yet vestigia l
image that forms rel ics into icons.

the images are constructed by placing pieces together
recessively, yet aggressively, in an unconscious way. the
placement of each piece brings fourth a conversation of
memory whi le a lso reflecting on sustainabi l i ty and touching on
the nuances of formal ism. it is a new appreciation and
redefin ition that shifts the meaning of objects — from formal
to conceptual — and continues to redevelop the language of
art.
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2008.04

all the impulses ofthe media were fed into the circuitry ofmy
dreams. one thinks ofechoes. one thinks ofan image made
in the image and likeness of images. it was that complex. i
begin in the dark and would no doubt end the same way.
but somewhere between beginning and end there would
have to be an attempt to explain the darkness.
– don del i l lo, americana, 1 971

at this insurgence of stimul i , overwhelmed, i await d irection
from voice as the infi l tration of such knowledge fi l ters itself
into some recipe of understanding -- some communicative
value that becomes more than just the self -- even more than
just the relationship between viewer and image.

in the commute. in the ‘a ’ to ‘b’, what remains constant? for
that matter, in the upheaval . in the drastic deportation or
emigration to a new sovereignty, what remains constant? how
must the voice change in order to remain effectual , real ,
unabashed?

this proposed work combines the recent two dimensional
works on paper with three dimensional earth sculpture --
working through space from landscape to the architectural .
find ing fragi l i ty in the temporal , roughness in sustainabi l i ty and
a hum in the uncertainty and simi larity in each.

the proposed setting would be a work in three parts. 1 .
landmass, 2. metal and stone, 3. autonomy.

1 . landmass attempts to imagine the forgotten landspace,
reveal the possibi l i ty of calm and peace and set a stage for the
conceptual ization of the colonia l ism of land.

2. metal and stone reveals first hand the circumstances of the
colonia l ism of land, setting forth on new discovery despite any
reverence to anything other than the self.

3. autonomy addresses the issues of the self in a self-
preserving world and begins a dia logue between the
preservation of self and the self’s need to survive in doing so.
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2006.07
[for reprographic unnumbered]

[past — some thoughts on time]
again, painting has come to a form of unconscious recording.
time’s passing efforts that seem fleeting are unforgiving.
painting is purpose and l ife — art is reason. through time and
reason we move onward and discover our inadequacies.

we find comfort in the fami l iar. time passes and our
impressions fade as we mark time with the importance of
value and meaning. the void l ingers. the mark of existence is
measured through achievement not success. time looms
aware of the tria ls when we must be confronted and take
responsibi l i ty for our lack of humanness.

time, outside of memory, is the only thing we cannot undo.
decisions must be made with that in mind.

when time is lost memory kicks in , but what is memory without
time wel l spent?

[present i — thought on the epic]
sitting across the room from the l ighted reader seemed to set
the stage. the softness of her whiny voice brought the words
to l ife, as if they were dancing from the page to her mouth
then to my ears. she talked about seeing triangles in nature. i t
was true, i a lways saw shape, color, contrast, form. i could not
escape it. she clenched the side of the podium with her left
had and read from a chinese book of love poems. love-making
was halted to the slowest possible motion, giving the couple
the abi l i ty of melt into one. to be one. flesh on flesh. slow. the
negative memories i had been harvesting suddenly became
good ones. ‘i remember that, ’ i thought… ‘tomorrow being
valentines day and al l . ’ the only thing i celebrate on valentines
day any more is the birth of my mother. the soft angel that
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looks at me from across the room overflowing with love.
complete selflessness.

i walked home and ran directly to the studio. the frames would
need to be done in about a week. my hands started their
tarnishing with the black gloss of glue. i fel t the particles of
wood fal l to my skin. i t was bad to breathe in, but scent is the
greatest memory inducer. i would think how many times
someone told me i reminded them of him. as i sanded the
wood i would be him. i never knew him.

back and forth from studio to studio, fluttering l ike a dream
through the day l ike blowing leaves across a winterscape you
could feel the cold by just watching. the wind would soon
reach you too and the memory would come back. the squares,
the l ight. flesh on flesh.

[present i i — from the time of grey]
stretched real i ty. moments of truth through the spectrum of
the virtual comedy of fabricated fictional paradise. the waking
hour seems ever so far — ever so important (but less so too).
to notice and forgive the impersonal attacks of those —
presenting themselves by means of protection. being the
abyss. the wal l . in the bel lows of deceit, surrounded by figures
pointing. sol i tude only in d istraction. purge. fu l l time passes
l ike sand fal l ing, suffocating. my mind numbs. my sadness
turned to pity for those of the formal state, and then came my
own delusions of sitting. unfu lfi l led and aching. tired and
wanting. the wal ls are closing in — figured in a manic trance-
l ike state. he had imagined that a l l was wel l and happy.
memory of times and places sorted themselves marching l ike
fi les through his brain , resting long enough to involve emotion.
steady, the beat repeated itself a l l n ight long. trembl ing and
terrified , he whimpered in the feta l position as moonl ight cast
itself in the room. she would always remind him of her
presence. but she could not help him anymore.
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[present i i i — no surprises]
…chance happening or event.
void of — unexpected events, appearances, statements.
expected attacks, misuses. progression continues stepping
stones to the next now over flood waters and mysterious
find ings of disease, loss. and people ask, ‘why/how can you
stop showing?’ and i ask myself, ‘how have i continued going
this long?’ for it is not a period of drought that has caused this
— ceased — quite the contrary, i t seems as though it is the
point to dive off the cusp from a safety zone to the uncharted
— to surprises and mysteries and new decisions. from the
previous, these decisions are not coincidence, or mere
happenstance, they are directed and caused. why?
assumptions are made and dealt with, pursuance is inevitable
and fueled — but it is time for new fuel and a new posture.

as new work comes in preparation for this ending, thought has
already moved past the old . bringing these images to an
officia l close — finding the spaces of time relationships from
the past imagery and looking to now as a marker for the future
moments — helping to define such moments as now.
the last images to be completed are col lages and drawings. as
the beats of l ight hit the steps of zeros, letters, notes, they
mark their time without such evidence. absent, fina l ized and
fixed without numbers, without codes, without purpose.
we settle down for dreams of tomorrow in comfort, nosta lgia ,
naiveté.

[future — murmur]
surrounded by law books. table fixture too high. high hats
placed in sta ined and broken drop cei l ing ti les. wooden table
di lapidated from time — memory, the sound it would make if
fucking on it — cracking, bleeding, moaning — in the fit of the
passing.
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binders strewn, the hum of an old computer next to a pi le of 5
1 /4 inch minifloppy disks — it had been some time since i had
seen those. rows of bankruptcy reporter and the business
lawyer staring me in the eye, l ike marching sold iers, men and
women awaiting command. it seemed fitting in the smal l town
of bethel , vermont, driven past and visited before without
knowing on my trips through that i would be sitting in the
place i wished to be. not necessari ly in this very chair, but
a lmost a year ago, making the necessary appointments to find
myself in vermont and away from my now, past l ife.

i t wasn’t about the books or the sound of a tired computer or
the shoddy drop cei l ing. moments past brought me here,
sitting, as cars drove by as i d id so many times before, in
spaces, in places, where people where being human, where
people were working jobs from 9 to 5, making l ivings,
supporting their addictions. i sat in calm, the murmur of voice,
engine, si lence — also passing by, a long the discovery at these
crossroads, at this l ife.

back on the way to seclusion i passed one of the old apache
pop-ups, green, sol id-state fiberglass. the floodgates of
memory fi l led the car moving at violating speeds — pine
needle carpets, crunching toast autumn leaves, the river that
led to the pond where the sky opened up to the whole world .
i t might have been there. i t might have been there i decided
who i was, who i was going to be. there in the breath of the
trees, the sound of l ife moving, trickl ing at times, the sound of
l ightning and rain and l imbs fal l ing onto home — it was then i
knew i would always be home.
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2006.04

the untitled image. no name. progressions of thought processes
toward the intention of movement. one memory. in the si lence
and in the sound we become explorers of time — of possibi l i ties.

in the constant search for solemnity through painting and
drawing, subtleties of time become unearthed from the energy of
the moment. mozart plays si lently over and over in synchrony to
the beats of the wind — of the water. memories of l ife long ago,
the son of a cel lo prodigy, playing the same mozart tunes at age
five. the moon guides as the passion of love and dust beat
persistence through the lungs of tradition and innovation. as the
si lence of snow fal ls the cantankerous sounds of the day melt
into mozart. posture tips to the moon as dark and l ight become
solace in the wake of the future.

___

art is an explanation and a journey. i t records our past, attempts
to expla in our present and predict the future. either existentia l ,
socia l , cu l tural , or pol i tica l , art functions to define events
throughout our contemporary moment. the power of art then, as
a universal language, is a most important tool to understanding
ourselves and our society. i want to make a difference in the way
people view and consider art. our culture seems to be decaying
with a passive apathetic attitude toward real cu lture. people want
to be safe in their homes reading the headl ines, feel ing that
everything is in its place. i want to figure out how art can sti l l have
an important place in our media-driven society of advertising,
find ing new ways to approach an audience so highly influenced
by mainstream constraints and defin itions based on i l lusion and
deception.

we must make ourselves vulnerable, accepting the absurdity of
our l ives and remembering the human aspects of l ife that a l low
us to chal lenge each other. i want my art to make people aware
of who they are and understand their place in l ife. most
importantly, i want to help make people aware that there are
beautifu l subtleties in our dai ly experiences.
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2004.04

the processes ofknowledge

this work comes from a history of thought processes. first,
from the realm of consciousness and being. we are the sum
value of our systems and bel iefs. from col laborative to
singular, our real i ties mingle with each other in awkward
states of melancholy. moments of time form data which is
recorded and remembered. our histories plague us, but we
must remember so we don’t plague again. next comes the
distraction and wi l l ingness to suppress that which we are and
know. the suppression of awareness. the stage set; moments
pass through each sequence from awake to dreaml ike to
unconsciousness; a l l is manufactured wi l l ingly. we are then
forced to create the asylum, set forth for those unfit and
unworthy. creating standards and demands fi l tered through
the simulcast. the suppression now comes from another, not
within . setting our path on their recommendations. our
civi l ization, a morose madness toward tomorrow, has set itself
up for disaster. fina l ly we come to a time of self-examination,
chal lenging our views and the views of others. tired of
sleepwalking though our dai ly existence, we process our
find ings based on battles and disputes. our victories become
the foreground for new decisions. new times. the processes
from which knowledge comes begins to have a tangible sense.
a sense of the past, that we learn from, and a sense of the
future that we wi l l , a l l to soon, forget. the only thing we have
then, is the sense of the now. existing in-between each of the
previous, i hold tight and sti l l . remember.

the processes of knowledge. understanding through the
absorption of everyday events and the nonstop affairs around
us. we col lect, compute and learn from al l past experience.
our formulation of such data becomes the knowledge we gain
looking at the world . trembl ing with fear, or brazen, by the side
of the corporate monster, we sort through our histories for
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present-time decision making. must we forget our time. . .our
past. must we forge ahead, as if the horrors have never
happened? or can we simply erase yesterday’s mistakes by the
subtle brainwashing that takes place everyday on the six-
o'clock news. memory must stand on its own. fi l tered and fi led
to learn from mistakes and move forward. horrors placed on
grids. simple fi les l inked with neurons, communicating with
one another thus creating the process of knowledge.

___

miscel laneous.

what is art? in the realm of trying to define art we are ridd led
with circumstances where we end up shooting ourselves in
the foot. first, the forever. . .you must go to new york, that's
where al l the art is happening. what are these people ta lking
about? do they know what is happening? do they see what i
see? gal lery after gal lery of absolute shit, passed off in some
so-cal led contemporary moment, for the commercia l and
financia l gain of some power-hungry gal lery owner. in an age
where everyone’s an artist. where craftspeople, photoreal ists,
professional artists and dai ly practicing artists are al l placed on
the same plane and given the same merit? we need to take a
breath out of this quagmire we trench ourselves in. in a time
where the drive is financia l , where society is driven solely by
gain and self improvement. . . in looks, fashion, and wealth. how
can we even stake our cla im? the only way i see is to set
yourself apart from the others. to form a movement. how have
al l the movements functioned before? they are defined by
societa l constraints that are used to justify, make excuses for,
and compartmental ize people’s work. do these eras ever real ly
end? and have they ever real ly purely been started? or have
they always functioned in society? always being present,
a lways making a difference and always being unpopular. to
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become a mover, the norm must be chal lenged and the
responsible must be questioned.

the stagnant state of backward conservative thought. ridd led
with false images; spun for a positive one. people in power
taking credit for the hard working-class. optimistic and
comforted by the smal lest detai l , exploding the impact to
cover the next six months of lethargic, reverse rol l ing. hope
l ies within the processes of knowledge. hope that some fact,
some image can be implanted and trembl ing with fear, or
brazen, by the side of the corporate monster, remembered.
d issent and activism is the only thing able to mobi l ize and
motivate. the troops al ign, ready for fire. i await the signal .
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recent work
01 October 201 0

the studio continues to evolve based on ideas developed from
the recent col lage series. post industria l decay stands at the
forefront, whi le mainta in ing an emphasis on meditation,
susta inabi l i ty and the subtle. my practice also continues to
shift more toward process and insta l lation, relying more
heavi ly on the dia logue between each image and the spatia l
void in between.

untitled triptych
1 7 February 201 0

horizon l ine of the unnatural landscape set in the distance,
fad ing. monochromatic and tight.
visible boundary of time — infin ity and the fin ite.
stratum or set of strata. geologica l . socia l . course as rock, thin
as air.

map/land/water
3 February 201 0

statement for: earthstewards coalition exhibit

part one.
i erect monuments, construct icons, unvei l rel ics and
immortal ize the vestiges of an over-stimulated existence.

this absurd contemporary moment sol icits images and
obsessions created by the ordinary becoming extraordinary.
approached with responsibi l i ty, the fleeting can evolve to form
meaning and i l l ici t purpose beyond any of our expectations. i t
is the si lent pulse of objects reflecting off a viewer that
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negotiates the essence of time and informs the scope of
space.

meditative and surreal , the absurd post-industria l objects i
create respond to their d isposers in terms of industria l
architecture versus nature. i t is the overlapping of the two that
blurs the point-of-view and inspires this work. by proceeding
with concern for the environment and out of respect for our
communities, my work reflects the evolution of art with a
consciousness of the future. i t is this appreciation and
redefin ition that shifts the meaning of objects — from formal
to conceptual — and continues to redevelop the language of
art.

part two.
it seems the concept of sustainabi l i ty is everywhere. ‘reusable’,
‘low impact’, ‘carbon foot print’. susta inabi l i ty need not be an
environmental term. what is sustainable in l ife? in self? in
production? what has the most efficacy with the least amount
of impact?

it is easy to look elsewhere for salvation. the savior is a l luring
because it a l lows for a scapegoat to fai lure… and/or ever real ly
trying to better a situation. the essence of what is at stake is
monumental . to fu l ly be sustainable we must look at
ourselves, our resources, our futures — in our present state
and in our presence.

if we continue to take from this land — her people, her
resources — not only do we fai l our stewardship over her, we
also fai l ourselves, our neighbors and our future generations.

part three.
i t is not enough to simply bring the ‘unnecessary’ [d isposable]
to a conscious level — a shift must come in action against
melancholy and it’s lackluster.
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use of recycled materia l as consultant. sense of iconography
based in the absurd. absurdity in objects, morals, actions…

concrete reductive art and the sustainabi l i ty of art making and
it’s audience. l imits and abi l i ty — changes and meaning.

work statement
02 November 2009

(continuation…)
the col lages continue with the use of recycled materia ls. the
new reductive images are shaped from oi l and acryl ic
paintings and become monochromatic monol iths that pul l the
viewer into a quiet and meditative space. texture, fragi l i ty and
the fleeting al l incorporate to form a monumental yet vestigia l
image that forms rel ics into icons.

pieces are organized together — recessively, yet aggressively
— in a somewhat unconscious way to inform on relationships
between industry and nature and the various dichotomies of
our dai ly-ness. the si lent placement of each piece drags
forward a conversation of memory but also reflects on
sustainabi l i ty and the nuance of formal ism.
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notes on vestige (cont. )
28 August 2009

i erect monuments, construct icons, unveil relics and
immortalize the vestiges ofan over-stimulated existence.

the development of any project has always rel ied heavi ly on
understanding the specific local space in which it is created.
through a rigorous study of history and carefu l observation, an
understanding of id iosyncratic moments formulate. in knowing
such fragments of a space the nuances become human and
help define the parameters in question. in my research i
col lect d iscarded elemental materia ls such as wood, metal ,
paper and stone. this ‘excavation’ [and recycl ing] of such
materia ls begins the elevation of object to artifact —
unearthing rel ics — then transforming them to icons. th is
process not only redefines the materia ls but al lows a viewer
the chance to see their physica l world in a different way. it is
through redefin ition and appreciation that i create new
meaning of objects — from formal to conceptual —
redeveloping the language of art.

thoughts on installation
1 5 Ju ly 2009

the latest works on paper capture the del icate, simpl istic
beauty and elegance of our immediate world whi le reflecting
on an over-stimulated society. they bring imagery back to the
basics and attempts to quiet the constant noise of the dai ly
chaos. reflection comes both from the maker and the viewer.
meditative and surreal , these absurd objects respond to their
makers and disposers as wel l as cal l for a new meaning in
terms of art. in proceeding with concern for the environment
and out of respect for our communities, these pieces reflect
on the evolution of art with a consciousness of the future. by
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being honest with ourselves and our place in this world we can
begin the process of seeing more clearly through the chaos.

misc.
01 June 2009

this absurd contemporary moment sol icits images and
obsessions created by the ordinary becoming extraordinary.
approached with responsibi l i ty, the fleeting can evolve to form
meaning and i l l ici t purpose beyond its ‘l imits’. i t is the si lent
pulse of objects reflecting off a viewer that negotiates the
essence of time and the scope of space.

genesis ofremnant
25 January 2009

connectivity to moments of space and time. circu it closes —
moment defined. completion crosses a new l ine. from this
space — this travel — the col lection of materia l broadens
whi le fragments fi l l in voids and informs on the case at hand.

moments l ink to form a whole. they remark singularly and
cumulatively. i t is about the connection between simi larity and
difference — nuance and subtlety — balance and/or lack of
balance in sound and sight. these inform the moment and
define the object.
the constant hum is the si lent rhythm which enables
continuance.

the process has been mapped out by the spaces inhabited
and time spend understanding the essence of each. i t has
been from working on paper, bui ld ing col lage and fabricating
assemblage, minimal ly, that has informed on these objects of
a larger space — .
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MMIX. i
03 January 2009

autos pass l ike stream of breath
destinations as fractions in time and purpose.
l ike such dreams
there awaited the persuading ease of laughter.
each chuckle mocked the other
soothing insecurities of self-medication.

remarked awareness fi l led l ike l iqu id on anxiety
morse-code predictions of raised instructions in the dark.

confluence of concrete and water
a pinpoint. a tick. a spec.
floating from abyss to oasis and back

hum fi l led vacancy anticipating cue.
tones bui ld ing upon themselves
as si lent beats keep perfect time.
voids suppl ied answers in grey, black and white
their si lence would tel l the story to those wi l l ing to l isten.

comments on photography
1 2 August 2008

walking through to such simi larity and perpetuation
as to the mark of something exciting and new — foreign.
reflected imagery — fit to page — remark
as a mere reference and/or complete meaning of l ife.

squares and rectangles of color and scale
mark object-on-object as organic architecture.
in fami l iarity and foreign,
certa inty onto dignity — remorse onto placid ity.
in each and to find ing — here we l ie and lay and breathe.
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adjacent to
22 Ju ly 2008

it set as a paused fi l led — single pieces — demarcations
action led to mere ‘puttering’ but thereupon would counter.

at time of old and new moon — restfu l shadows on shoulders
as sold iers —
to the cel l — this war — mark-of-purpose.

cel ls fi l led the spacia l requirements — first as si lent longing,
next as vacant homecoming,
continued in sol i tary, as in bars and bare — naked.

simultaneous col laboration yielded more monol iths
so-cal led ‘vertica l horizontals’
embedded and revived
monotone and equal ly si lent.

monumental id iosyncratic nuances shifted — .
moments in and out of cel l — as motion forgot about motion.

process of logic
01 June 2008

art is not a luxury and bad art not a thing we can tolerate.
bad art is corrupt consciousness.

as quoted: hedda sterne, 26 march 1 977
from the diary paintings
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high bridge
29 May 2008

high bridge

ground & gravel
wal led — passed.
particu lar movements &
particu lar matter.

motion set at
in state and forward
marked high — at
bridge, aqueduct, tower

l ines commute — arrive
and depart

on this ground & gravel
traveled & passed — .
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vs. vernacular
1 4 May 2008

this ebb of ‘consciousness’ manifests itself into something
bigger because it can.
these moments of contemporary stimulus seem half-induced
and medicated,
but they are real and un-incorporated — .
we must continue to convince ourselves of such tragedy.

sophistication lurched into some fantasy of disconnection with
any actual i ty — the creation had become some discussion as
to ‘why?’ rather than ‘why not?’ — .

urban:urbane
a sort of sense of things —
abi l i ties to convey — understand.
find the appropriate usage,
verbiage — vernacular — .

‘state ofbeing’
05 May 2008

socia l responsibi l i ty and its remorse on the artist … as to such
responsibi l i ty …
as the minimal grows more intent — black & white imagery
remains consistent, even in this bl ind ing yel low hum.

this anti -war movement — or the movement of artists in war.

in the wait — in the passing — .
sound settles. mark sets on hiatus. forward col laborative finds
momentum — . — purpose exposed.
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passage from a piece
1 6 Apri l 2008

extracted sayings — proving a point.
‘i t was, i t is…’ where was the continu ity in thought and
production?
had the moment taught us nothing?

in the assembly l ine the coats were asserted — getting thicker
and more protective.
ta lk of minimal ism and expressionism ‘touted’ the air
reasonable thought, but stra ight out of a text –
prepared — studied — word-for-word.
the shame appeared to be with the ‘untitled ’ artistic non-
movement.

wal ls would be adorned for the guests — with guests –
confusion and disorganization would fi l l –
in si lence, the women and men — my teachers
would laugh and sigh… humming the blues —
anticipating each and every step — .
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external signs ofaging
26 March 2008

turning three… and thirty al l the same time.

pressed against wal ls — in stroke and time
moon phases shine directly with discretion, but in mind there
is no where else. cut by phase or sound — they wi l l make
sense.
tarnished and wrinkled, age shows on face and skin —
newsprint
these wal ls sing — they remark — and though their hum is
soft, i t is present — defined — sought.

peak marked as soi l ra ises and ice shelves fal l .
soi l comes again to play in the mix — on ground, in paper and
through glass — .
white leather arms stretch — eye-hooks dangle and in al l the
whi le
music makes mark, mark makes sound and this drum beat
carries on — .

parenthesis
3 March 2008

the destination of the prefix — the work of one’s own
suggestion to that of another. — long-lasting words of an
academic pandemic — the age of the ‘wise and understood
commentary’ — inabi l i ty to see beyond a moment and letting
device make it’s mark through bl inders and shades.
a lone — passing down on the morning stretch downhi l l i
encounter the monol ith of a capita l istic genius at work. fear.
the ignorance and arrogance quite profound as a marker to a
time that is stated by hate and control — impotence in desire
— sound and a lapse in memory — loss.
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this song continues through generations and wi l l mark what of
such memory? for it is fear-based control of ideas that enable
hysteria , si lencing the very engine that is the capita l ist and the
cog that is change — – .

[continuum]
1 0 February 2008

this chaotic moment fi l led with attempts to reach the minimal .
impudence of the status quo — continuously exhausted with
the apathetic turn toward mediocrity. the sound rol ls onward
visual ly marking notes as specs — as sound — as dust — …
this constant sound motivates, surrounds and generates each
forward stride — .

in dream — when remnants of sl ight confusion circumscribe
— the calm streams from and to the north. the quiet l ines
forming fragments of place and humbleness. the ground and
sky reflected — cut del iberately with triumph and wit. each
passing repetitious reproduction feeds forth the l ight and
sound marked by oeuvre and l ife.

qu iet and rested as noises thicken and begin to suggest a ti l t
in momentum — memory subsides as rhythm and marks take
hold — direction and course mapped.

the unmonumental…
30 January 2008

less l i tera l — [yet more]… decisive — decid ing — making what
marks what — decid ing what makes mark — what — .

this is unmonumental…
something from the oeuvre, or to steps right — west —
downhi l l — . there seemed l ittle else to do for this remnant,
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lost in time and memory — nostalgia in subtleties and
repetition — loss & the search.

in hiatus steps shuffled forgetting the starting point of the one
before, however the obsessions would underl ie, mainta in ing
the absence and presence of sound and sight — contorted,
paralyzing fragments — seeking l i ttle, asking nothing.

the irony of each passing moment continued with anxiety —
freedom of the postmodern era — the constant void on which
maintenance rel ied — and the continuum of mediocrity in a
world that kept the battle fields fu l l and the onlookers
grinning…

skewed important
1 7 January 2008

across the restroom — much closer than usual . rambl ings of
conversations break air — voices just sure enough everyone
can hear.
passing signs, track 3… track 3… track 3… repeated — much
l ike images — l ike every previous moment.
th is unmonumental moment would fear something else —
festered in calm — noise-making –.
some indiscernible script reported over the loudspeaker —
the voice put people at ease — unsettled , the calm of the
trucks passing the track joints — poised — perfectly doci le
rhythm — almost unaware of my own concern.

new photography galleries
5 December 2007

i take pictures so i don’t have to remember. they serve as
reference points — fi les of information that get stacked away
for later use. i t is much different to remember an event verses
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looking at a picture of it. i remember the visceral image in the
picture. i remember the visual emotion of a memory.

– from nmnemonics, john ros 1 0 december 2006.

expanded in more than one [way]
2 December 2007

expanded in more than one — l it l ike support from strings or
hinge. pulse of breeze — winter — memories of colder places.

expanded in more than one and hung l ike stockings. l i t l ike
candles after prayer — after sleep — off to some place where
l ife is found and dreams are made.

expanded in more than one — diptychs and triptychs reflect
— they mirror as if at parties — crowded in rooms — el iciting
information or sex or approval . they stand there marching —
one-by-one — in synchrony.

expanded in more than one. beat-by-beat — wind and song
take air and l ight l ike moisture or fixture of sound. sounding
l ike what you’d think it’d sound l ike. reminiscence — moment
and momentum — opposed and the same.

from in- ‘in’ + pars, part- ‘part. ’
2 November 2007

the rough and thorough search to the beginning.

at this insurgence of stimul i , overwhelmed, i await d irection
from voice as the infi l tration of such knowledge fi l ters itself
into some recipe of understanding — some communicative
value that becomes more than just the self — even more than
just the relationship between viewer and image.
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in the commute. in the ‘a ’ to ‘b’, what remains constant? for
that matter, in the upheaval . in the drastic deportation or
emigration to a new sovereignty, what remains constant? how
must the voice change inorder to remain effectual , real ,
unabashed?

morning stretch downhill
29 October 2007

morning stretch downhi l l and it’s thirsty counterpart back in
evening. rocking to sleep, hypnotizing — back and forth –
gentle, genti le…
siphoning through in ordered chaos, thrusting forward and
inward. beauty found in the home of nest — self, face turned;
avoid ing; unseen.

mounding efforts in endless space — the studio expands itself
to wal ls of rock, lost streams in tunnels and mounds of steal .
studio expands as art narrows, l ife passes and memory fades.
shadows become long with chi l l . the hum, more si lent; beat
less rhythmic; yet the morning stretch downhi l l remains the
same.

first and last draft
1 October 2007

something from the oeuvre or to steps right, west, downhi l l…
there seemed l ittle else to do for this remnant, lost in time and
memory — nostalgia in subtleties and repetition — loss and
the search.

in hiatus steps shuffled forgetting the starting point of the one
before, however the obsessions would underl ie, mainta in ing
the absence and presence of sound and sight — contorted,
paralyzing fragments — seeking l i ttle, asking nothing.
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the irony of each passing moment continued with anxiety —
freedom of the postmodern era — the constant void on which
maintenance rel ied — and the continuum of mediocrity in a
world that kept the battle fields fu l l and the onlookers
grinning.

recumbent
24 September 2007

some thoughts and a preview…
in deal ing with moments past, present and future we tend to
categorize, prioritize and place each space in time to its
relation to the present. (movement to and from space and
time) “the dream began and ended as any other…” but there
was so much that seemed different this time. the end not only
seemed uncertain , but in the uncerta inty there was ease and
calm.
of course l inear time, the moments that are told from time
pieces, would come and pass, leaving behind a trai l of
memories. from these memories we look for guidance,
support, comfort, or try to avoid them. l inear time would
always remain a constant for many through the wi l l ingness to
coincide with the gravity of the socia l norm. these moments
past help to define those of the present, which in turn carve
out our future.
i t seems now, that time may have lost its concern for any of us,
either due to our lack of learning from our memory, or the lack
of understand our history. avoidance of the now and a bl ind
search for the future as a safe-place, or enl ightened ending-
era in l ife, can seem a safety net form this progression through
time, but what is supporting the net? and what of those whose
future never come? what then of enl ightenment? of l ife?

the span of this work from the moving and settl ing into new
studios, loss if connections, acceptance of new ones, is a l l
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from growth through a time-space relationship. we move from
points and remember, forgive, l ive, love. i t is the continuance
of change and the pursuance of art that keeps these images
coming — that keeps them fresh and honest to the maker and
the viewer. in this movement from one space to the next, l i fe is
at the cusp, awaiting command, not the other way around.
from moments of change, these works begin at the forefront
of the period that is now coming to a close with the ju ly 2006
exhibition at the perry gal lery, reprographic unnumbered.

how it ends
1 3 September 2007

to rel ieve or sedate. a phlegmatic, unemotional response to. at
ease, ca lm.
as the moment’s si lence tweaks, forced heads move in
unfami l iar d irections — the present calm turns — suffocated.
surrounding, debi l i tating pressure crumbl ing at high speeds
toward center — core of knowledge or being — some fami l iar
space.
persistence could have been the answer in this sl ightly warped
walk which would hold day after day, but it seemed less viable
then ever before. pressing points would have rel ieved once —
but forgotten, time would move onward alone.
steps to and toward — final and made — prudence would
answer patience and fortitude’s cal l .

logical basis for a course ofaction
1 September 2007

the notion that we are single obscurities making worthwhi le
decisions is more delusional than the thought itself. resting in
moments of exhaustion or simple fragments of simultaneous
frenzy, we force ourselves upon others — mimicking you, me
— us, them.
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as tired eyes grow more infuriated with the same decisions
or reactions or necessary confrontations we humble ourselves
to the earth, the sky — the moment where air meets l ife —
where soul and body are one — where dead and al ive are
indiscernible.

awake. a lone. fina l . there seems to be nothing else.

from: acting rationally [temporary moments ofsanity… ]

other statements
24 August 2007

hold ing breath in subtle pause between motion and rest —
undeniably satiable — completely insatiable. l imited, restored,
fixed — a ’simple’ set in catharsis and self importance —
real ization and determination.
repetition of angle and l ight, rust and shape, sound and voice,
col lects, fi l l ing shadowed spaces — missing pieces — crevices
and fissures — l imitless and fin ite moments in the realm of
dawn.
dusk reveals the symbiosis between confl icted thoughts —
notions of grandeur l imited to shel l — this vessel — action
verses inaction — real ization verses fabrication…

[more] on time
7 August 2007

adapted from some thoughts on time

drawing has come [as always] in the form of unconscious
recording. time’s passing efforts seem fleeting and are
unforgiving. the studio is purpose and l ife — art is reason.
through time and reason we move onward and discover our
inadequacies.
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we find comfort in the fami l iar. time passes and our
impressions fade as we mark time with the importance of
value and meaning. void l ingers. the mark of existence is
measured through an idea of what success is.

time, outside of memory, is the only thing we cannot undo.
decisions must be made with that in mind.

when time is lost memory kicks in , but what is memory without
time wel l spent?

[different] from those considered
2 August 2007

untitled — [given or suppl ied free of charge — as in, free
advice]
motioning back and forth in some motion that meant
something — hands waving l ike something mattered, maybe it
a l l d id . moving motionless and l istless through crowds, waving
arms l ike something mattered, maybe none of it d id . hands
fla i l ing back and forth l ike something was anything that
resembled some sort of real i ty. at least you could rest assured
that it meant something to somebody somewhere — moving
l istless — resembl ing anything other than what might come to
be known as humanness.
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memory 1
30 Ju ly 2007

old etcetera

walking on main street in johnson by the qui l ted l i ly i heard the
6 train as i used to so many times before. was it to the met or
downtown to great jones street. i fel t l ike i was heading
downtown in my westward direction.
crowds of people only a memory. rushing with their coffee in
hand. time seemed endless here, days became months and
hours, days.
the trucks moving by, transporting their cargo through this
desolate new england state, north, reuniting me of the si lent
sounds of the city.
asleep, i would find comfort in the si lence. the noise. people
warned me of having my head at the street, against the wal l of
the old rel igious half-way house, but i found comfort in it. i was
home.

… in the atmosphere
1 3 Ju ly 2007

l istless in heat as humid pockets form from wel led pores —
moving southbound again, and as so many times before, the
slow and steady rocking motion of summer passages set the
horizon l ine perfectly a long this river, these rocks. th is
moment says nothing in so many words — vacant l ike stolen
spaces, lost temples, vestigia l organs. replacing vacancies with
the extraordinary, d ignified clouds of haze — humidity cuts —
forcing these forward steps to be strained — in quagmire — in
mud. forward’s palm presses chest, pushes back — simply and
with seeming care.
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[I. prelude]
30 May 2007

white noise fi l led what the dim screen l ight d id not. the
pal isades had been put to sleep as shadows moved
seamlessly across panes and wal ls. giacometti and motherwel l
would stand sti l l in anticipation waiting to discover the forming
image, the first of many entitled , île d ’orléans. i t would form
itself in d istraction from dyslexic turns and the overuse of
what could have been a mere moment of existence rather
than an existence from birth to death.

moment to moment always seemed the most important, and
though each moment seemed l iqu id — from one to the other
— what came from this image was the real ization that some
‘moments’ had become more important than others. in this
hierarchy of l ife, where might birth and death fal l ? and what of
these more important moments through such a journey?

placebo effect
1 0 May 2007

travel ing south and back north — of lasting marks — horizon
and ever-changing l ine divid ing water and sky — heaven and
earth. gl impse of l ight on the rocking dai ly voyage to this
mecca — si lent lay these tiers of hierarchy on soft layers of air
— cotton — protected by polypropylene and glassine.
here are the travels — and another to be taken — softly on
air, packed tight and ready for storage.

3a departure
waking in the dark. si lence. the clouds dark, sky vacant
overcast shadows. new moon only days old . th is monthly
pi lgrimage awakes the beast, tires the weak, strengthens the
months pass.
winding down the wet roads, then brightness rising over the
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cast against the mountains — at times they seem purple,
perhaps lavender mixed with panes grey — awaking dew,
humid ity — evaporating mist.
as i fade back to a sleep-l ike state i mainta in awareness just
enough to stay between the l ines on i88. mountains, va l leys,
potholes — remnants.

long time coming… home
i wake and leave. early. dark. the sunrise spectacular. purple in
front of a magnificent pink and red and yel low. time found
solace in the morning of the magicians. a ir fi l led what smoke
didn’t. revving. awaiting.

sans titre
23 Apri l 2007

often followed by up
annotation of 29 ju ly 2006

from walking through the park l ike a memory, rid ing a bicycle,
the smel l of spring through the pores of home. empty space in
dark and turn, mine. this city —
placed in the middle, as if some prize, fluffy pink elephants and
rainbow-coloured hula hoops. anonymity through crowds,
faces, people walking their moment — daydreams. sun and
dust commingle here, in pi les around the reservoir as i walk,
smel l… wait…
sitting behind the museum painting, reading, walking.
ind ividuals became masses, masses became l ifted to one —
streaming through the arteries of streets. express trip on the
5 train southbound — walking from west to east then back
again — there is solace and peace that could only have been
atta ined from time spent alone, separated, tucked away in a
north-corner vermont town. such time brought me here. time
would keep me here. walking now in the paths conceived
through such movement in time.
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settl ing through the time-warp back to unatta inable real i ty
leaves me waning back to l ife. breath in air, steps, music.
comradery and love existing in the eyes’ touch out of need
transformed. the quiet of rush and loud is softer than winding
roads or dusty trai ls. peace is viable. l i fe, inevitable. though the
visible is bl ind and the atta inable blurry, steps walked with
sound and vision through al l senses make themselves known
in the subtleties in air and lung.

adaptation/alteration
1 7 Apri l 2007

ashes to ashes… same of the american war heroes, or
trembl ing addicts rocking back and forth, waiting for their next
fix — an escape. the streets empty with prostitution, anger,
hatred. the rich feeding off the wounds of the poor, making
themselves richer… the proles poorer. wondering through,
sifted as flour or passed as some road ki l l . there was a time it
a l l seemed funny — the last supper made with photos of road
ki l l ? moments of sarcasm, i l lusion, dream. moments of
encouragement, persuasion, ideology.
marking the spot — the time of dissension, ascension —
looking to the next of kin for some answer, some purpose. i t
a l l seems to crumble l ike flowers in the frost, ashes of flags
burned to the ground, remnants of bodies burned, dragged,
desiccated.
then the time comes for looking. past. vacant. again di luted to
the find ing — how the passing is affected scares them shitless.
restless, stirring in bed, blankets on blankets and sti l l
sh ivering. insatiable hunger from gluttony? or disconcerted
notions of sacrifice? then again, no one was watching… no one
wanted to know the truth…
passing l ike drops “pinning” the garbage can, motions of
harmony to the wind, the grey, forced forward and into
fu l lness, naked — found only in the cover of darkness. in
losing we only found hope and in hope, lethargy.
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the convergence of lines in the distance
1 5 Apri l 2007

i waited and real ized i was asleep. satisfied , i continued on my
walk. i t became mysteriously d ivided, horizon was rock, sky
was si lver and water pink, or was it sky grey and water gold…
al l a long, the rock stayed a deep mix of umber and lamp black.
the sights crossed with walks and talks that were forced,
manipulated, deluded — uncomfortable banter replaced
decency — art-speak replaced culture. i then real ized i actual ly
was fu l ly awake and aware. i somehow wished i was sti l l
asleep, safe in bed, apathetic — join ing in the sleepwalk of
dream, dead-l ife — metered by a fabric of pulse that lost a l l
semblance of meaning.

steady continuous sound
5 Apri l 2007

l ight bouncing off river, piercing through ground to eye, each
tangible moment. settl ing into such a connection in l ight and
real i ty made the adjacent sounds hum, hovering, vibrating,
becoming images onto themselves. marking their existence.
what was so exciting about each balancing act between the
observed and the fabricated would become the indiscernible
qual i ty each began to take on, assimi lating for the sake of
surviva l . existence.

soft white l ight enabled a more gradual and precise wake
pattern. the incandescent bulbs had a soft hum of their own,
settl ing in the air a subtle wave pattern, l ike the sounds,
humming three or four beats per minute. steady, gradual and
persistent images continued throughout every cycle. back
around, found, each segment fired off circu its to feel ing.
voluminous became each inhale. the exhale would be l ighter,
fi l tered and negotiated, flowing out l ike a visual hum bouncing
to and from, gain ing momentum.
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recapitulation vi (imagined reality / 25.1 2.2006)
04 Apri l 2007

of something else, or to that thing that is, or might be. reigning
over four-d imensions, lost in time and space and — some
real i ty. their real i ty — sorted l ies and figments of imagination.
fabricated and sti l l a lone and lone. sti l l there, breathing l ike
clockwork. ca lming neurotic tick form yesterdays clock tel l ing
time from so long ago — decades washed away in nosta lgia , in
some sort of creation, some memory. tired was me in the face
of everything and nothing. i thought that real izing it was the
latter would ease time…
… in this cycle back and fourth into the realm of being
conscious, or not, movement continues to stages of mortal i ty
in momentum, or through a lethargic, n icotine induced
daydream. southbound awake and northbound eased —
watching the world settle.

recapitulation v
29 March 2007

the depths of this commute — start to fin ish — unconsciously
conscious of the moment, the sound, the l ight. beaming
directional l ight in motion for seconds at a time — moving in
al l d irections and completely sti l l . moving.
seconds later, the rocking motion sets in slumber, dream —
dreams. attempted and visual ized, real ized — assuaged.
momentum marked as we rock gently to sleep in our own
arms. dreaming our dreams, l iving our sleep. dreaming.
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southbound
25 March 2007

reflected stage — this cast of characters, moving southward,
headed in different d irections — transitions. 1 03rd to 96th,
“next stop 86th,” to walk southward even more. my character
looked back at the viewers. resting and glancing eyes, cigarette
in mouth, waiting patiently.
the protagonist headed southward again, hudson river l ine, i t
was l ike walking on water, cl imbing the wal ls of rock, l istening
to beats of rhythm across the tracks — southbound. glances
here too brought characters to l ife; the widow; the lonely
married man finding comfort in lusting after teenage boys; the
careless teacher; the faithfu l lover; the grandmother; the
future ceo; the saint. southbound and moving sti l l l ike si lent
taps on a steal drum after rain or passing traffic so loud it is
observed in si lence.
a l l si lence halts, l ike noise or paths to the subtle marker that is
of the moment, of the time — the subtle marker that is the
smi l ing glance from a stranger, in this cast of characters,
moving southbound and in al l d ifferent d irections.

recapitulation iv (acting rationally / 09.1 2.2006)
23 March 2007

from temporary moments of sanity…
as the connection to and from l ife seems fortunate or
inevitable, l i ttle stays arrest or even compulsory. at he same
time al l is tired, i l lusionary and subtlety pathetic. the notion
that we are single obscurities making worthwhi le decisions is
more delusional than the thought itself. resting in moments of
exhaustion or simple fragments of simultaneous frenzy, we
force ourselves upon others — mimicking you, me — us,
them.
as tired eyes grow more infuriated with the same decisions or
reactions or necessary confrontations we humble ourselves to
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the earth, the sky — the moment where air meets l ife —
where soul and body are one — where dead and al ive are
indiscernible.
awake. a lone. fina l . there seems to be nothing else.

recapitulation ii
(not pronounced — ‘e is si lent in fable’ / 06.1 2.2006)
21 March 2007

the second snow fal l would spread out for much of the day.
flurry by flurry, si lently blanketing what hadn’t been touched
from the night shower, or what had been removed in the
frantic cal l to mornings work. toes wet and car cold with white.
l istless. stubborn. youth ran through my veins in the hopes of
a snow day or simply the possibi l i ty to head out and let the
cold touch my l ips.
the dark was l ighter that night, a lmost-fu l l moon hitting the
white — bright as day. sti l l , in its darkness it held si lence and
breath. as i inhaled the dry moisture remnants of such youth
came and fi l led lung and mind as steps sounded their si lent
crunch of the crysta l l ine carpet la id before me.

misc. [part e]
4 March 2007

peered in as a pattern of time — banner of existence.
moments molted l ike fal l ing skin onto dusty floors making
noise hitting the ground. si lence heard across rooms, days,
time. subtle spring l ight was beginning to make itself known.
a ir would warm and time would push forward — though
earl ier this year — we would once again be waking in the dark.

misc. : as part of what i thought might be inevitabi l i ty. as part of
what i have come to bel ieve is simpl icity. i t is a l l there. a l l here.
and on this step from [a] to [e] .
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misc. [part d]
3 March 2007

‘remind me again…’
i seldom remember whether my movements are intentional ly
vague, vaguely intentional or intentional ly unintentioned.

misc. : as part of what i thought might be inevitabi l i ty. as part of
what i have come to bel ieve is simpl icity. i t is a l l there. a l l here.
and on this step from [a] to [e] .

between earth and sun
1 7 February 2007

sitting, i am reminded. resting, i am fulfi l led . waiting, i look at
time l ike no other — in sequence and out. the glance from
across the avenue i now reside, from east to west, winter’s sun
wi l l slowly fi l l my new moon.

another reminder
1 7 February 2007

art is an explanation and a journey. i t records our past,
attempts to expla in our present and predict the future. either
existentia l , socia l , cu l tural , or pol i tica l , art functions to define
events throughout our contemporary moment. the power of
art as a universal language is an important tool to better
understand ourselves and our society.

our culture seems to be decaying with a passive apathetic
attitude toward culture. people walk motionlessly, stumbl ing
inhumanely, feel ing that everything is in its place. even worse,
those responsible for culture have no interest in any
advancement that is not devoted to commerce. i want to
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figure out how art can exist and function in our media-driven,
power-hungry, over-stimulated society. people bombard
themselves with headl ine news and simple pleasures lacking
the desire to be chal lenged. we must break away from
mainstream constraints and defin itions based on i l lusion and
deception and bring culture back to a dai ly experience for us
al l to learn from and react to.

art in this country is a lso suffering due to apathy. we must
make ourselves vulnerable, accepting the absurdity in our l ives
and remembering the human aspects of l ife that a l low us to
chal lenge each other. people must be more aware of who they
are and understand their responsibi l i ty in this world . most
importantly, people must become aware of the beautifu l
subtleties in our dai ly experiences — the simple things that
remind us who we are.

to east, back and found
1 2 February 2007

presumptions ease integrity formed from the bottom up. in
such ease everything bui lds from each first step — again and
again — unti l forms take shape and hol lows reveal patterns.
as the conversation continues circu lar motion whips back as a
sea breeze setting sai l to each ship casting shadows on a
mirrored surface. glace.
to victory or chance, hold ing close to chest — musk and oi l .
fragrance of yesteryear — or now, l ike a roast turkey awaiting
gluttony.
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often circular motion
1 0 February 2007

the subtle reminder…
the untitled image. no name. progressions of thought
processes toward the intention of movement. one memory. in
the si lence and in the sound we become explorers of time —
of possibi l i ties. in the constant search for solemnity through
painting and drawing, subtleties of time become unearthed
from the energy of the moment. mozart plays si lently over and
over in synchrony to the beats of the wind — of the water.
memories of l ife long ago, the son of a cel lo prodigy, playing
the same mozart tunes at age five. the moon guides as the
passion of love and dust beat persistence through the lungs of
tradition and innovation. as the si lence of imagined snow fal ls
the cantankerous sounds of the day melt into mozart. posture
tips to the moon as dark and l ight become solace in the wake
of the future.

the show that mirrored time as itself in memory, si lence and
the present.

trivialis
6 February 2007

met. nyc. john ros 2007. reflective window.
contemplative — in quiet thought. here to there seems
impossible at times, but at least it is here.
reflection of chi l l l ight yel low cast behind wal ls and to the
reflective mass breathing in and out as moons and stars rise
and fal l — al l else seems trivia l .
looking the other way
posted by john on 1 February 2007 to writing, random
thoughts

the calming sounds hum across vacant stares. sameness
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throughout brought to extraordinary circumstances;
groundbreaking momentum. sameness.
in realms of what dreams lay or consciousness al lows, a l l
fingers point up as heads look down. across this path nothing
mattered more than i l lusion. we were succeeding in our
triumphant marches to masquerades and self-dedicated
award ceremonies.

vital areas ofthe body
31 January 2007

so too, this dream holds me sti l l — sti l l awake — armour
resting on chest and raising with breath and settl ing again.
more passing than before as l ives col lect, converge,
col laborate — a single exhale — sigh of rel ief sounding
mournful or simply just tired. dreams become new as scents
reconfigure mindscapes and lost memories to clarity, insight
and peace. this journey of here has been made clear, the
search becomes refined, d irected, meaningfu l .

from old french, rivière
28 January 2007

in and out of these spaces we carve out for ourselves. in a
moments notice vanished, changed, a l tered — through the
unconscious or extraneous circumstances, either way we
adapt and continue.
again close to river — force and so much said — done —
there. at this river — now breathing into surrounding areas —
al l is present in this moment, th is breath — this genti le
gradation to more l ight — of moon and of sun.
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one foot on the ground at all times
24 January 2007

on the stretch and to home. thinking l i ttle of qui l ted l i l ies or
state street pockets — feel ing ground come to sky and air
come to heart. both fueled in heat, center, in love.
genti le wave to a stranger, a lover, in notice past l ike
warranted dreams or fleeting moments. across, the wal l
protects — or should — from enemies and attack. but the
beauty surpasses that — the l ight and love of fear fi l l s spaces
vacant with nothing more than emptiness.

contemporary notions ofa scene
22 January 2007

and though found, some semblance of what is real — of truth.
walking along in l i ttle mysteries — vignettes of time scaped
across horizons in empty dreams or subtle delusions. waking
hours bring found and finding — as the search continues
real i ty unfolds.

hypothetical travel at will to a different time
1 9 January 2007

to each and every other — marking existence and time in the
l i ttle that we al low ourselves to understand. decades and
centuries have gone by and this soul fa l len, taken,
surrendered and loved — al l in change and search for the
next greatest reunion, or being.
travel south from north, resting in half-feta l positions, marked
semblances of every last moment take shape in clouds of
memories behind. the need to hold back fulfi l led and now the
need to enter-in charged.
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to seduce and then abandon
1 6 January 2007

again to close and open — here and there — transition.
l istened a year and a month to the same, meaning simi lar yet
more. in this recent winter wonderland dreaming of more ice,
more winter — imaged states become final moments in
paradise and paradox. as l ife heads forward, the look back
pushes forward even closer to farther away from back.

precious
1 3 January 2007

finding the moment when waking is noticable… when we
become aware of the dream and al low it to continue. what
have we been put through? what remains unspoken? during
these moments, the sky looks clear as decended upon. when
wi l l we see through? when wi l l i t be noticed?

wondering upon that moment, fa ith becomes both absolute
and taboo. we crumble in a state of uncerta inty, but look
across and see it’s expression throughout. there is comfort in
vulnerabi l i ty — making yourself avai lable to pain and fai lure.
the genti le grimace toward the moon awaits her fu l lness,
sometimes more than her newness.

[addendum to ‘r’]
1 2 January 2007

perpetuating the idea that we are quantified by the things we
own and not by who we are. qual ifying simply to meet the
standards media and advertising put on us. waking moments
mere segments to rush and haste. tasteless, without memory
and fin ite to the mark of the next craze. as we mark our paths
in moments pause — si lence in earth and heart become
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remarkable. the exquisite eccentricities of the connecting
points [a] and [b] bring al l to front in l ight and strength. si lence
in earnest. remarkable and at ease.
l ive simply. simply l ive.

‘r’-day
1 1 January 2007

‘r’. [as the abbreviation for thursday] the lonely single letter in
place of al l the others. resting peaceful ly between ‘w’ and ‘f’.
and alone at times when it wants to be.
the significance of this memory remarks itself with the
memories of those objects we obtain and hold on to as
markers of such memory. yes, objects may help us to
remember, but the object itself is not the significant thing, i t is
the memory.
so to ‘r’ i wave off, purge with the immanence, and l ive a l i ttle
more simply.

to bring something out ofshape
9 January 2007

another distorted look. not looking so distorted any more.
essence of air and sky bring back momentum and vision. to
what was asleep for weeks awakes — groggy but in repair and
with renewed sights.
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the hereafter
7 January 2007

sitting sti l l as if not taking breath or letting in l ight. dark,
covered spaces in si lent-sti l l movement. find ing l i ttle else of
nothing here and there. places travel in time, in sequence to
the same as before. of nothing, or here, something. perhaps
these memories wi l l never cease. perhaps i wi l l never l ive
beyond yesterday.

inherent; integral.
4 January 2007

the moment and to the moment. the search and to find ing.
looking, longing, wanting — nothing… or something near, and
found and in present. the studio lurking — vibrating — pulsing
— the next year — the new. and we find l i ttle in ourselves left
to fight. nothing more in l ife to deal . we find less in real i ty than
is real . we find less in us than is mortal . less in moments that
are now and more in time that is i l lusion.

some kind ofannouncement
2 January 2007

… and i awoke again, as tends to be the trend lately. round
pain and pushing through spaces that most l ikely shouldn’t be
pushed… but we do — because we can. landlocked in this
space with tributaries on their way — tel l ing stories — finding
ways to innocents — decree.

looking out that window of only a year… and ten… and eight
and ten more. of this time there only is this a ir. th is space.
these works — and me. fina l as it may be — looking to what is,
what was, what wi l l be. especia l ly at this moment of now —
this moment — si lenced by a stable song or riff or l ight of what
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this year holds. th is odd year. in me. in l ife. in more war and in
the destruction of the rest of human-kind… as we sit…
resting… watching… l istless / motionless / careless.

obscured and thought
1 1 june 2006

darkness eroding the nightscape from below, find ing specs of
l ight in opened/closed motion. the storm brought autumnal
chi l l to the smal l town resting only minutes from the border.
my mind continued to play tricks on me because time had
already been doing a number on change. now autumn in june?
i could at least rest assured there was a fu l l moon tonight as
long as the cloud cover would clear, i t would dot the sky
speckled with l ight — with the hope that out of these curiously
contorted corners l ight would shine and it would again be
summer. autumn was always my favorite, but it seemed as
though it was always more appreciated after the heat of the
summer, the subtle bitter after the sweet, the l ight after the
dark.
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this way up ii
1 7 ju ly 2006

of the house.
find ing words, moments — the finding — past shades of green
to dark blue to l ight mixing at the tree l ine — horizon l ine —
foundation — out and more.
crescent waves passing soundless roads — dust particles
absent of sound too, attempting to make whispers in si lence
— in floating — bi l lowing into morphing shapes of subtle
placement playing in l ight and thought.
wind hitting ears l ike leaves, l imbs, twigs — l ike water on water
— crashing — sound on sound : : white on white.
sounds of loss subsided. promises of freedom, themselves
revealed in the mystery of sounds of wind hitting the air softly,
or the looming hums of the seafood truck humming through
the weeds. cranking machinery, on and off — l ight and dark —
free and absent.
lost in the woods, in the weeds with wal ls of trees and
mountains contain ing screams, sounds — l ike missing
fragments, skipping tracks, sights and sounds missing when
smel ls awaken dreams of tomorrow; d isguised, new and now
— passing and present.
looking only of the moment. th is moment of culminated time
sitting restless in the breath of l iving, of l ife — waking, walking,
absorbing and passing, l ike time, undocumented and
unimportant.

(of this house. memories set back only seconds after they
happen — seemingly vast, deep and fleeting timescapes,
translucent only of the moment — as fleeting as now’s
moment is persistent. )
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this way up
1 6 Ju ly 2006

of the house. the warm house of memory — of home.
chi ldhood sweet smel ls in kitchens awake or sleep-induced
desires procure… memories of… houses and trees and home.
this way up, this house — this home. missing l ife — lost love —
home without sight. without words. with no forgiveness. no
concern.
this way up is me. my home. and here i stand. this way up. in
my home. a lone.
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